Highlighters!
Find all the highlighters and highlight them.

**Struggle Stick: Math**

AHH!
WHY!
THIS SHOULD
BE RIGHT! AGH!

Wait, $2 + 2 = 4$
—and I integrated instead of derived
.....
And then I cut it all off I devied by zero
Why am I like this

---

Nerd Friend: I read 16 books over summer break. How about you?

Me: I read 39,000 meme captions.

---

I WANNA
TAKE A NAP
SLEEPY VICTIMS UNIT
Classmate: How did you do on the exam?
Me: I'm not sure, I answered every question though.

commercial: 2 out of 3 people suffer from depression. Talk to ur doctor today
me: [hurriedly phones doctor] hey do u suffer from depression

Let's paint some happy little pipelines.

StudentDebtCrisis
@DebtCrisisOrg

Today, the student debt crisis reached $1,499,246,043,056

Shahem.
@pettyblackboy

dang only 3 students owe money?
Engineering Dating Profiles

Do you really like concrete? Concrete, concrete, concrete? Maybe a date with civil is right for you.

Have you considered a date with software? You’ll spend many hours of a romantic evening staring into each other’s eyes getting nothing done and wondering how one missing closing brace can give you so many errors.

Electrical has an energetic charge that makes each kiss feel magical. If you’re looking for an experience, you don’t want to miss this date.

Thinking of a date with the only discipline that needs to take biology? Try biomedical.

Excited for a night of 3D modeling and unexpected forces and vibrations? Mechanical is waiting for a date with you.

What more is there to say than computer? Date me that’s what
What did you do over reading break?
Whatever it was, hope you had fun!

We didn't do much

Pokemon go teams
Which one are you?
Valor - trades
Instinct - humanities
Mystic - STEM

Weed
Now that weed is legalized, where's the best place to smoke?
Not on campus.
Please don't smoke in ring road.

Lost calculator
Misses owner
Please come to the ESS office to claim

This poor calculator has been battling loneliness after being separated from its owner. It's been on a long journey from Fraser and Back, tumbling down the stairs of ECS, trekking on a dangerous trek through the Cornet Labyrinth, watching the many lunches of Mystic, fearing the rumbling buses of the Bus loop, and the mellow midday of the summer SUB, all before ending up back here in the ESS Office.
Fun Baking idea

**Baked Potato**

- Wash potato
- Poke potato
- Put potato in oven
- Wait for potato
- Eat potato
- Realize you forgot to turn on the oven
- Heat oven to 400F
- Repeat steps 2-5 and enjoy
- Or don’t enjoy, I’m a recipe, not your mom
Try this cool maze!
**Events Calendar**

**Weekly Stuff!**

**Mondays**

ESS SOCCER: Check UVIC ESS on Facebook for information
https://www.facebook.com/groups/uviccess/

**Tuesdays**

ESS meetings at 6:30pm

**Fridays**

Slushies in the ESS office (maybe)
This is why people drop out

![A math problem showing a quarter-inch block diagram with a mistake in the solution.]

**Sorry, that’s not correct.**

Sorry, your answer is not correct.
Correct answer: 14
Your answer: 14

![A meme with an ice cream cone and text that says, "I scream! You scream! We all scream just constantly each day is a new nightmare in this world we call earth."]

Oh

![A meme with a photo of a couple with the text, "ME a nap multiple pressing matters and responsibilities." and another meme with a math problem: \(9 + 1 \div 10 = 1\), \((x+y)^2 = x^2 + y^2\), \(\frac{x}{x+y} = \frac{1}{y}\), and \(\sin x / x = \sin x \neq \frac{x}{x} = 6\).]

When you wake up after a long night of drinking and you’re fine because it was water
Engrscopes

**Mechanical:** Dare to dream!
Pay attention to the gears, springs, motors, and vibrations. None of it is coincidence.

**Software:** Beware of wandering too far, lest all your hard work ends up as nothing more than pure vaporware.

**Computer:** We seem to have lost our translating fish so we’ll have to continue in English.

**Civil:** Splish splash, is not what you want to hear near your new bridge. Be cautious when dealing with the forces of H2O.

**Biomedical:** Bump Bump, Bump Bump, a mechanical heartbeat is made.

**Electrical:** You may find yourself in extremely good fortune. On the other side, you may find yourself in bad fortune. Either way you have a lot of homework.

**Undeclared:** Blub blub blub.
"It's like no one knows how things run around here."
"That's because we don't really run we stumble around drunkenly"
- Overheard in the ESS

"there, I have added sugar to my tea, but there is no milk so I will have tealess milk sugar"
- A Pained Brit

“Air conditioning is domesticating wind“
- Ahnaf

“Whoa, I just busted a mind nut...”
- Jordan finally understanding right hand rule

Got any feedback, suggestions, or content you’d like to submit? Get in touch with us at essbnws@uvic.ca! or with our VP Coms at essbcom@uvic.ca!